Grey College MCR
Executive Committee Meeting
10/11/2013
Minutes
In attendance: Charlotte Walsh, Jia Liu (Alice), Katy Sherratt, Christie Kin-Cleaves,
Craig Fisher, James Collinson and Noah Schwartz.
1. President’s Business










Ops Meetings – because of the insurance (or lack thereof), Tom Allen must be
warned in advance so that we can run them as College Event, putting us
under their insurance. Any event that we will run needs to be run by Craig
first. This includes the upcoming Sushi night (sidebar requested between
Craig and Social Secs).
Noah should email relevant MCR emails to JCR President. Anything that might
be relevant to 4th years. Talk to JCR Secretary, and get access to 4th year
mailing lists
Heating in the MCR – the MCR is quite cold. Craig brought it up on Thursday
meeting and they suggested keeping records. Heater underneath projector is
at the end of the pipeline and doesn’t work well. Charlotte will provide
thermometer so we can keep track of temperatures.
Storage – we don’t have much. The JCR has a ton of storage, so there will be a
meeting to share storage with the JCR. Xmas Tree, BBQ, decorations etc. can
be stored there.
The JCR’s, because of the Charities Act, chose between becoming a registered
charity or joining up with the students union. MCRs should have done the
same thing, but didn’t make a decision. We can’t become our own charity, as
we need to meet a monetary quota. Two feasible options – affiliating with
Grey College JCR or the University (becoming quite separate from the JCR).

2. Any Other Business





MCR Exec Stash – rugby shirts, dark blue or maroon. Contact Phoenix print,
talk to Andy. MCR stash run for next term discussed as well. Christie will
contact Phoenix Print to discuss.
Yearbook discussed. General agreement that yearbook is a good idea.
Livers out and international rep position. No one has really come forward.
Christie suggests amalgamating 4th year, international and livers out rep. One












more email will be sent out. Charlotte will email Noah the information, Noah
will send out an email to everyone.
Christie gave a webpage tour, formal booking system should be live in a few
days.
James needs to send Christie a list of MCR members to enable him to set up
booking system
MCR President Meeting – there is talk of making MCR presidential elections
happen at the same time, so that the Uni can train MCR Presidents.
Milk issue raised. James will talk to Nicola about potentially setting up a milk
order.
Lash and Tash Email needs to be sent out by Katy
Emails being sent out to people on the list please remove the conversations
behind it.
Lots of people still haven’t paid their MCR Fees, James will send list of who
has paid to Christie to set up online booking system. Christie will send
complete lists to James.
Craig needs to be added to the mandate for HSBC.
Pennington Room has been booked for the 20th of November for the Research
Seminars. Noah will be giving an exciting and informative talk on Canadian
politics, among other presentations.

